
BACKGROUND OF BAKHRESA

Said Salim Awadh Bakhresa (born in Zanzibar), is a Tanzanian business tycoon. Views. Read Â· Edit Â· View history.

T Analysis Interpretations 3. The surrounding countries have all settled down in terms of internal conflicts and
although there are still a few skirmishes in Rwanda, Democratic Republic of Congo, and Angola, these seem
to not affect the stability of the country. Bakhresa is said to have dropped out of school at the age of 14 some
say 17 and started out selling a potato mix. This has made doing there favourable and growth conditions
steady from one year to another. In the remotest corners of the country, there would be a Hadhrami family
there; or their descendants. This makes it very promising for carrying out future business endeavours. This has
made doing there favourable and growth conditions steady from one year to another. Today, descendants of
people from Hadhramout can be found in every, major city or town or trading center in Tanzania; both in the
mainland and the island of Zanzibar. But with time, when it comes to religious and financial influence and
clout in Tanzania, the Hadharem have had the most impact. More about Bakhresa here. T Analysis
Interpretations 3. He is Tanzania's richest man and Africa's 30th richest. The report considers the position of
the company in relation to its environment at this current time and offers possible solutions to its growth
possibilities. Said Bakhresa, like most wealthy Hadhrami around the world, is humble, shuns the media and
spotlight - which can easily be misinterpreted as being reclusive. The multinational conglomerate
manufactures a wide range of thingsâ€”from maize flour to chocolate, ice cream, soft drinks and paper bags.
Political stability refers to the state of governance in a particular country. Most of these are of Hadhrami
origin. The report considers the position of the company in relation to its environment at this current time and
offers possible solutions to its growth possibilities. This makes it very promising for carrying out future
business endeavours. It has grown out of the need for a strategic look of the company at this time of global
change and seeks to find out what the position of the company will be in the future. Many successful traders
and businessmen in the country are Hadharem. The company is planning to expand in to other countries. This
has ensured that the ruling part, CCM Chama Cha Mapinduzi , has managed to maintain the seat of power for
a long time and has somewhat maintained the same policies from one presidency to another. This has ensured
that the ruling part, CCM Chama Cha Mapinduzi , has managed to maintain the seat of power for a long time
and has somewhat maintained the same policies from one presidency to another. He then opened a small
restaurant in Dar es Salaam in the s and, as the restaurant operation expanded, Mr Bakhresa moved on to grain
milling and food production - which are now now the flagship of the Bakhresa Group. It has grown out of the
need for a strategic look of the company at this time of global change and seeks to find out what the position
of the company will be in the future. Any one who knows Tanzania or has been there, will have noticed the
many Arabs there. The surrounding countries have all settled down in terms of internal conflicts and although
there are still a few skirmishes in Rwanda, Democratic Republic of Congo, and Angola, these seem to not
affect the stability of the country. Most of these Hadharem do nor speak Arabic any more, but are still very
attached to Hadharmaut and the Hadhrami culture. Political stability refers to the state of governance in a
particular country.


